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Abstract:  

 
The temperature and field dependences of internal friction (IF) and Young’s modulus 
(YM) are studied using longitudinal resonant oscillations (90 kHz) technique in 
stoichiometric ferromagnetic Ni2MnGa single crystal along the [100] direction, close to 
the premartensitic transformation temperature, TPM, in the demagnetized state and 
under moderate fields. It is shown that: the apparent Young’s modulus softens close to 
TPM under moderate fields, instead of the hardening outside this range. This  effect and 
other previously reported as the splitting IF peak and YM minimum damping during 
premartensitic transition are interpreted in terms of superposition of classical magnetic 
domain wall -related Microeddy and Macroeddy current relaxations, which have not 
been considered so far as the origin of premartensitic anelastic effects in Ni2MnGa. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Martensitic transformation and precursor phenomena 

 

Martensitic transformation (MT) is a typical solid-state displacive and diffusionless (no 
atomic diffusion) first-order phase transition that breaks crystal symmetry by 
development of spontaneous anisotropic lattice strain upon cooling. Lattice strain 
dominates the morphology of the low-temperature low-symmetry phase (called 
martensite) and the kinetics of the transformation. Since steels in the martensitic state 
proved to have an increased hardness, this solid-solid phase transition received a large 
amount of attention regarding its advantages in the construction sector.  
 
Apart from steels, this kind of transformation has been observed over the years in a 
wide range of different materials, such as pure metals and non-ferrous alloys, inorganic 
compounds, polymers, and surprisingly even in some bacteria [1]. After the discovery of 
the MT in compounds other than steels, some of the most important useful effects that 
exhibit this transformation were revealed. These properties are the Thermoelasticity, 
the Super Elasticity (SE) and the Shape Memory Effect (SME). The last two properties 
are closely linked to the MT, but not all materials that exhibit a MT will present SE and 
SME [2-4]. Those materials that possess SE and SME are conventionally referred to as 
Shape Memory Alloys (SMA).  
 
 
Two different crystallographic phases take part in a MT, which have different lattice 
symmetries: the high temperature phase (austenite) possesses the higher symmetry. In 
shape memory alloys, usually, it has cubic symmetry. On the other hand, the low 
temperature phase (martensite) has a lower symmetry and the crystallographic phase 
can be tetragonal, trigonal, orthorhombic, monoclinic or triclinic. Then, an orientation 
relationship exists between the high symmetry and low symmetry phases. When an 
element of the high symmetry phase transforms into the low symmetry phase, it can 
adopt different orientations which are compatible with the one of the parent phase: in 
extension, there is a certain number of atomic configurations which are energetically 
equivalent, but have several different crystallographic orientations. Each one of these 
possible orientations in martensite is called a martensitic variant or elastic domain [2]. 
Martensite in general and shape memory alloys can be non-magnetic or ferromagnetic 
(magnetically ordered).  The latter case corresponds to the ordering of both lattice 
strain and magnetic moments. The ferromagnetic martensites, therefore, possess two 
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ferroic properties and can be considered as multiferroic materials. Coupling between 
these two ferroic properties becomes of a prime importance in application of 
ferromagnetic shape memory alloys. The most attractive and promising is magnetic 
actuation, when the applied magnetic field results in large so-called magnetostrains. 
The magnetostrain is due to the rearrangement of the martensitic variant structure by 
applied field.  
 
Because of the nature of the martensitic transformation, involving lattice strain, 
martensite is subjected to high stresses that can result in plastic deformation. However, 
the particular configuration of the martensitic variants (needles/plates) and their 
mutual arrangement contribute to decrease the deformation energy. A first order 
structural transition requires the stages of nucleation of a new phase and of the growth 
of the nuclei. To reduce these stresses during nucleation, the new phase grows from 
different nuclei with different crystallographic orientations, forming finally different 
variants of martensite that accommodate the shape and volume change during the MT. 
Such polyvariant structure eliminates also the possible macroscopic deformation of the 
sample. However, if a single crystal of austenite transforms into a single variant of 
martensite, the self-accommodation of the structural variants (twin-related) produced 
during the martensitic transformation, results in the macroscopic strain of the sample 
[2].  
Another important characteristic of martensitic phases is the internal substructure of 
variants. The variants may contain twins or stacking faults that allow the habit plane 
that separates martensite and austenite during MT to be invariant (i.e. its atoms belong 
to both phases simultaneously). 
 
 An interesting feature of martensitic transitions in shape memory alloys is the existence 
of the precursor phenomena. They reflect that, in a sense, the system prepares for the 
phase transition before it actually takes place [5]. They are a consequence of weak 
restoring forces in specific crystallographic directions that announce the possibility of 
dynamic instability [6]. 
 
In particular, when approaching the martensitic transformation temperature from 
above, the high-temperature phase, which corresponds to a cubic austenitic phase, is 
expected to exhibit an increasing shear instability. This feature is observed in magnetic 
and non-magnetic shape-memory alloys [7, 8]. It is generally agreed that in Magnetic 
Shape Memory Alloys (MSMA), the structural lattice softening near the premartensitic 
transition can be affected by magnetoelastic coupling [5, 9, 10]. 
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1.2. Ni-Mn-Ga system alloys 

 

Ni-Mn-Ga are archetypal magnetic shape memory alloys with different sequences of 
magnetic and structural transitions that demonstrate unique physical properties. This 
intermetallic compound exhibits a martensitic transition from a high temperature 
Heusler structure towards a more close-packed phase. Regarding their properties, the 
largest magnetostrain effects have been observed in Ni-Mn-Ga-based Heusler alloys, 
where up to 6% and 12% strains have been induced by a magnetic field [11]. 

A number of thermal and stress-induced martensitic transformations has been 
observed in Ni2MnGa alloys, and numerous experiments concluded that both transition 
temperatures and crystallographic structures are quite sensitive to alloy composition. 
For example, Ni2.18Mn0.82Ga raises MT to 340K whereas the MT of Ni2.16Mn0.84Ga 
reaches 532K [13, 15, 16].  

Depending on the composition (more specifically, on the electron/atom ratio) and 
values of the MT temperatures these alloys have been conventionally classified into 
three groups [12].  

 

 1 - Alloys with 𝑇" < 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚	𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝	𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑐 ≈ 370𝐾 

 2 - Alloys with 𝑇" ≈ 370𝐾, 𝑏𝑢𝑡	𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤	𝑇𝑐 

 3 - Alloys with 𝑇" > 𝑇𝑐    

 

In the near stoichiometric Ni2MnGa, which is ferromagnetic below TC≈380K, two 
thermally induced transformations have been observed. A premartensitic phase 
transformation from the high temperature cubic Heusler structure to a non-uniform at 
the nanoscale structure with overall cubic symmetry occurs around TPM≈260K, followed 
by the martensitic transformation to a 3M modulated tetragonal structure below 
TM≈220K. The low temperature martensitic phase has high magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy, making it useful for actuator applications [13, 14].  
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1.3.  Precursor Phenomena in Ni2MnGa 

 

The structural transitions in near 
stoichiometric Ni2MnGa have been widely 
studied over the last 3 decades, being 
subject of a large number of experimental 
and theoretical studies. The important 
parts of these studies are the 
interpretations of evolution of the 
individual phases with temperature [9].  
 
 
In particular, the precursor phenomena has 
been observed by different experimental 
techniques such as X-ray, electron-neutron 
scattering, ultrasonic measurements, 
transmission-electron microscopy and 
differential scanning calorimetry (Figure 
1.1) among others [17].  
 

The origin of the premartensitic transition, 
the premartensitic structure and the 
premartensitic effects persist as a research topic. In the austenitic L21 Heusler structure 
of Ni2MnGa, an important role of magnetoelastic coupling and lattice softening has 
traditionally been postulated: softening effect is assigned to a phonon condensation 
with q=0.33 wave vector associated with the TA2 acoustic branch, and softening of the 
shear elastic constant C’ [18].  

 

TA2 phonon anomalies have been evidenced by Inelastic Neutron-Scattering studies 
[19]. Moreover, the existence of this soft phonon mode gave rise to diffuse X-Ray and 
Electron Scattering experiments at temperatures above martensitic transition. The 
results evidenced that when cooling down the sample, this effect became more 
pronounced, yet the softening was incomplete and below a given temperature the 
frequency of the modes started to increase again [18, 20]. 

 

Thereafter, Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) experiments provided information 
about the formation of modulated structures at the nano-scale level. When we reach 
temperatures of 𝑇:" (𝑇:" > 𝑇") a micromodulated structure that precedes the 

Figure 1.1: Differential scanning calorimetry on Ni2MnGa 
sample. The small peak shows a premartensitic 
transition at around 230 K. The inset shows the 
premartensitic peak with the measured base line for 
evaluation of the latent heat [5]. 
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martensitic phase appears. This micromodulated structure is indicative of some 
mesoscopic lattice deformation that anticipates the upcoming martensitic transition, 
and it has been defined as a result of coherent nanodispersive tetragonal perturbations 
(clusters/domains) embedding in the parent phase at the initial state of the martensitic 
transition that form regular patterns called tweeds [21, 22, 23].  

 

The premartensitic tweed 
morphology is a characteristic 
cross-hatched nanoscale striation 
which matches neither the parent 
phase nor the product phase, as 
it is shown in Figure 1.2 [24]. The 
tweed structure appears in near 
stoichiometric Ni2MnGa, when 
the structural disorder is minimal. 
Besides the discussion whether 
the modulation is commensurate 
[25] or incommensurate [26], 
following recent model by Seiner et al. [27], the premartensitic phase in Ni2MnGa is 
formed by nanoscopic tetragonal blocks distributed randomly in all possible 
orientations [27]. Figure 1.3 shows schematically the microstructure of premartensitic 
phase in Ni2MnGa as suggested by Seiner et al [27]. Such heterogeneous on the 
nanoscale structure has an average cubic symmetry, in full agreement with the 
experimental observations.  

 

 

1.3.1. A brief summary of previous studies 

 

Magnetic, elastic and anelastic properties of a complicated nanoheterogeneous 
structure shown in Fig. 1.3 are difficult to predict and explain. Several Pulse-echo 
ultrasonic studies were used to determine the elastic constants along the 
premartensitic transition [5, 17, 27, 28]. As an example, Worgull et al. [28] measured 
the elastic constants at 265K using this technique. Comparing the results with other 
ones obtained by electromagnetic generation technique (EMG) [21], they have shown 
that the error obtained in C’ values was more than 1600%, which illustrated the 
structural instability of the phase transition. 

Figure 1.2: Tweed structure on the surface of an aluminium 
polycrystalline foil. [24] 
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Later on, with the same technique, Stipcich et al. [29] measured the elastic constants of 
two Ni2MnGa samples close to the stoichiometric composition (Ni52.0Mn23.0Ga25 and 
Ni50.5Mn29.5Ga20.0) along the [001] direction. They concluded that the strong attenuation 
of the shear waves associated with this direction makes the value of C’ difficult to 
characterize accurately, and also admitted that the values were affected by a 
considerable error. 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of a two-dimensional model for premartensitic tweed in Ni2MnGa (taken from 
[27]): (a): cubic unit cell of austenite that transforms into two possible orientations of tetragonal martensite; (b) 
construction of 6M modulated structure marked in red from tetragonal units. (c), (d) two types of twins in 6M 
structure which result in an average cubic symmetry of the lattice..  

 

In other cases the elastic constants were determined by resonant ultrasound 
spectroscopy (RUS) [30, 31]. This method, more sensitive to C’ and insensitive to C11 and 
C44 [32] and used along the [100] direction, permitted to obtain the absolute value of 
Young Modulus in the cubic Ni2MnGa (since	𝐸<== ≈ 3𝐶′). A general tendency in initial 
works was to neglect the potential role of magnetic domains in the premartensitic 
effects in general and in elastic and anelastic effects in particular.  
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1.3.2. The additional softening due to magnetoelastic coupling 

 

One of the first attempts to explain the premartensitic effects in Ni2MnGa was 
developed by Planes et al [5], who constructed a Landau-type model for the first order 
PMT using three parameters: 

The primary order parameter is the amplitude 𝜂 of the TA2 [110] phonon, and 
secondary parameters are 𝜀 (a (110) [1-10] homogenous shear suitable to describe a 
cubic to tetragonal change of symmetry) and	𝑀, the magnetization of the sample. In 
terms of these parameters the free energy can be described as: 
 
 

ℱ(𝜂, 𝜀,𝑀) = 𝐹HIJ(𝜂, 𝜀) + 𝐹LMN(𝑀) + 𝐹LO(𝜂, 𝜀,𝑀).																																		(1.1) 
 

Equation 1.1 includes a structural component  𝐹HIJ(𝜂, 𝜀), a magnetic component 
𝐹LMN(𝑀) and a mixed term that accounts the magnetoelastic coupling 𝐹LO(𝜂, 𝜀, 𝑀). 
Planes et al. eventually related the change of elastic constants with variations of the 
macroscopic magnetization. However, the variation of macroscopic magnetization is 
related essentially with the rearrangement of magnetic domain structure and domain 
walls during PMT rather than with dynamical lattice properties [3]. 
 

The role of the magnetoelastic coupling was studied by some researchers, who in their 
experiments studied the interpretation of the elastic constants softening due to 
magnetoelastic interaction using this model [32-34]. However, they related the change 
of elastic constants under a saturating field (which favours the importance of 
magnetoelastic coupling over dynamical lattice properties regarding the elastic 
softening) with variations of the macroscopic magnetization, two phenomenological 
events that cannot be related to explain the softening of elastic constants.  

 

The effect of the magnetic field was studied by Gonzalez-Comas et al [5,6] who analysed 
the field dependences of the elastic coefficients at room temperature using pulse-echo 
method, and the experimental results observed were not changing significantly. On the 
other hand, Zhao et al [35] observed a minor effect using an ultrasonic continuous-wave 
method, which operates at a frequency of 100 kHz, and found a strong effect of field in 
a Ni49.0Mn23.5Ga27.5 sample along [001] crystallographic direction. These results 
demonstrate the magnetic signature in the precursor phenomena, which leads to 
increase the shear stiffness of the lattice and the decrease of the damping coefficient, 
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and supported the idea of a magnon-phonon coupling and thus, the first order 
martensitic transition described in the Landau-model. However, the published results 
were incomplete and rather inconclusive, and evidenced the need for a study that 
combined the effect of magnetic field and temperature [9]. 

 

 

1.3.3. Softening due to macroscopic magnetization. The domain wall 

contribution 

 

Unexpectedly, until recent time, the 
interpretations of acoustic experiments 
disregarded such important 
contributions to the anelastic and 
apparent elastic effects as 
ferromagnetic domain walls (DW). 

 

Planes et al. [5] presented ultrasonic 

measurements under an applied field 
of C’ C11 and C44. Despite they have 
observed a minimum of C´ versus field, 
typical for the macroeddy current 
relaxation, the minimum  was 
attributed to an experimental error, 
drawing a line for the expected 
tendency according to the model 
presented (C’=C11 + C44 - CL). 

Details on the experiment can be seen 
in Figure 1.4, where the described solid 
line proposed by Planes et al. differs 
from the experimental results obtained 
(red line). 

 

Figure 1.4: Relative change of the elastic constants (solid 
symbols) as a function of an applied magnetic field H along 
the [110] direction. The solid line corresponds to C’ 
computed from measured values of C11, C44, and CL.[5] 

Figure 1.5:  Temperature dependence of the elastic constant 
C44: (i) measured without applying external magnetic field 
and (ii) high frequency C44 with 6.4x102 kA/m magnetic 
field applied [36].  
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Similar conclusions were obtained by Zhao et al. [36] who studied C44 and C’ elastic 
constants of a Ni49.0Mn23.5Ga27.5 single crystal specimen, using an Ultrasonic Continuous 
Wave Method (UCWM) operating at the 100-kilohertz range for the determination of 
C44, and a Cantilever Oscillation Measurement (COM) at a frequency much lower than 
the ones used in UCWM (it is not specified in the article mentioned). Again, according to 
Figure 1.5, the results show a strong difference between C44 values with and without 
field, reaching 50%.   A dip observed in C44 in the demagnetized state at TPM~330K was 
attributed to a combination of magnetic and martensitic origins. On the other hand, no 
additional softening of C’ was observed at TPM  but the authors insist in the magnon-
phonon interaction below Tc as the best explanation. However, a discontinuity appears 
accompanied with an IF peak, that remained unexplained, but again linked to the 
Landau theory, and hence with magnetoelastic coupling. 

 

Later on, Seiner et al. [9] performed 
studies on the elastic constants in the 
demagnetized state and under a 
magnetic field up to saturation in 
temperature range of 295-400K, using 
two different acoustic methods: they 
studied the field dependencies of C11 
and C44, using the pulse-echo method 
(PEM) operating at approx. 50MHz, and 
the conventional RUS (which was 
operated at a frequency range of 20-
200KHz) to determine the coefficient 
C’. 

 

Figure 1.6 shows the field dependences 
of the elastic components  𝐶′,  C44 and 
C11 compared to the magnetization 𝑀 
and the square magnetization	𝑀R. As it 
can be seen, the difference between 𝐶′ 
in zero field and in the saturated state 
(0.4T) is more than 50%, while the 
difference in 	𝐶SS and 𝐶<< is about 0.5% 
and 1% respectively. Similar minor 
variation can be observed for the Figure 1.7: Comparison of the C’ (T) curves in zero field and in 

the saturation field. TC denotes the Curie point. [9] 

Figure 1.6: Field dependencies of the coefficients C’, C11 and C44 
compared to the magnetization curve (M), and the square of 
magnetization (M2) [9] 
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temperature dependencies of the elastic constants C44 and CL in figure 1.4. However, 
the data in Fig. 1.4 by Planes et al [5] shows also a very small variation of C´ under field, 
in dramatic contrast with the data by Seiner. In addition, the data by Zhao et al [36], 
showing an intense variation of C44 with applied field, Fig. 1.5, strongly contradict the 
results of both Seiner and Planes.  

 

Finally Figure 1.7 shows that	𝐶Tdecreases monotonously from high temperatures in 
both demagnetized state and saturated state, but the softening under zero-field is 
much larger.  

C´ in the demagnetized state decreases up to 50% (from 7 GPa at 400K to 3.6 GPa at 
290K) with a well-pronounced change of slope at the Curie temperature. 

The results reported previously are thus extremely controversial: the same C44 and C´ 
elastic constants show totally different effect of applied field when measured by using 
RUS or UCWM (at around 105 Hz) and PEM (above 107 Hz). Due to the effectiveness of 
the PEM in C11 and C44, and the dramatic change provoked in C’ using RUS, which is, as 
the author says, an “unacceptable error”, as it can be seen in Figure 1.6. However, they 
linked the error again with the magnetoelastic effects and the strong anisotropy of Ni-
Mn-Ga. The possibility of frequency dispersion in the kHz range was commonly 
disregarded, assuming that the elastic softening was related with lattice dynamics with 
much higher characteristic frequencies.  

As mentioned in Section 2.1, despite the abundant amount of studies performed with 
different analysis, the problem seems to match diverse results obtained by this different 
methods and techniques. Not only the value of C’ is affected by considerable error, but 
also C44, not directly involved in the softening mechanism inherent in martensitic 
transformations. The reason is the strong frequency dependence of “elastic” constants, 
where over the range of 105 Hz, the softening is much higher than at approximately 107 
Hz. Therefore, the interpretation should not involve phonon or lattice related elastic 
effect (which appears in the high MHz and GHz range), but magnetic domain wall 
relaxations. This also can be seen in Figure 1.5, where the predicted parabolic 
dependence on 𝑀 is used to account for the effect of macroscopic magnetization 
(which is domain structure related) on C´. It is indicative that domain-wall related 
effects predict precisely this parabolic dependence [36]. As a result, the existence of a 
characteristic frequency dispersion of apparent elastic and anelastic properties and the 
interpretation of data presented by Seiner, Zhao and Planes regarding the dependence 
of the elastic constants with the magnetic field in the kilohertz frequency range 
suggested the possibility that the additional softening in the premartensitic transition in 
Ni2MnGa is caused by the effect of eddy current relaxations.  
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 In 2017, Kustov et al. [37] introduced a new interpretation of the frequency 
dependence of the apparent elastic and anelastic behaviour due to eddy current 
relaxations, clarifying the difference between the effect of the magnetic field on the 
elastic properties and the phonon contribution below the Curie temperature in 
Ni2MnGa. The aim of the present work is to try to extend the concept of magnetic 
domain wall relaxations to the elastic and anelastic effects during PMT.  
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1.4. Magnetomechanical damping: a brief introduction of Microeddy and 

Macroeddy current relaxation strength and frequency. 

 

The behaviour of a vibrating ferromagnet in a magnetic field is in general difficult to 
predict. The formation of magnetic domains, the pinning of their walls, the sample 
shape and dimensions, anisotropy, and the interaction of applied stress with the 
domains prevents a general treatment of this problem [38].  

It’s interesting to remark the similarity between the effects of stress on domain 
walls and on dislocations that are responsible for non-elastic deformation. This non-
elastic deformation (also called anelastic deformation) lags behind the stress by an 
angle Ø, and is related with the local motion of some micro-structural units that evolves 
to a new equilibrium value, giving place to a kinetic process with a characteristic 
relaxation time to be moved into a new equilibrium state [40]. In both cases, the 
anelastic effects appear as linear damped motions, related with eddy currents in case of 
ferromagnets, while the hysteretic effects are related with non-linear mode of motion 
[38]. The contribution of anelastic strains results, in the case of ferromagnets, in the 
decrease of apparent moduli. 

This large decrease in the apparent moduli of the ferromagnet has been called in 
literature “∆𝐸 effect” based on the assumption that the observed behaviour might be 
due to a “softening” of the elastic constants as a consequence of the stress-induced 
domain movement [41]. This softening, which has a correlation with the 
magnetomechanical damping (MMD) [42] can be seen in the Young’s modulus (YM), 
which in the demagnetized state is normally lower than at saturation [39, 41]: 

 

V
𝛥𝐸
𝐸 XLMN

=
𝐸Y − 𝐸
𝐸 	,																																																									 (1.2) 

 

where E is the Young Modulus in the relaxed state when magnetic field equals to zero, 
or lies between zero and the saturation state, and Eu (unrelaxed state) is the Young 
modulus at saturation. 
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Following the concepts by Mason [43, 44], Zener [45], and Smith and Birchak [46], three 
components of magnetomechanical damping arise from anelastic strain: two linear 
eddy current relaxations, Microeddy and Macroeddy, and a non-linear hysteretic term. 
In this work only linear relaxational components [43-45] will be treated. 

 

A stress induced change in the net magnetization of an electrically conductive sample 
produces eventually a transient flow of induced eddy currents which leads to relaxation 
behaviour: as a result of magnetostriction effects, the variation of the sample length 
can produce variations in the magnetization of the sample, and then the eddy currents 
appear as a result of the movement of the domain walls. Eddy currents can be referred 
as Macroeddy currents (flow in a path related to the macroscopic geometry and size of 
the sample) and Microeddy currents (related to the local individual domain 
configuration) [42]. 

 

 

1.4.1. Macroeddy Current Strength and Frequencies 

 

According to Zener [48], the Macroeddy current relaxation yields a discrete 

frequency spectrum composed, in terms of the logarithmic decrement δ, of a sum of 

simple Debye-like relaxation peaks with characteristic frequencies 𝑓]  and heights 𝑝]: 

 

𝛿" = 𝜋∆`"a𝑝] 	
𝑓/𝑓𝑗

1 + V𝑓 𝑓]d X
R 				,																																								 (1.3)

e

]f<

	 

 

 

where 𝑓 is the frequency of measurements, ∆`" is the Macroeddy relaxation 

strength.  

A restriction imposed on 𝑝]	 is:  
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 ,     (1.4) 

 

∆`" was defined by Zener [46] using the following equation: 

 

∆`"=
𝐸g − 𝐸h
𝐸h

	,																																																								 (1.5) 

 

where EU and ER are the values of YM in unrelaxed and relaxed states, 

respectively. 

In terms of magnetic and elastic properties of material, the macroeddy 

relaxation strength is given by:  

	

∆`"=
`j
klkm

	(𝜕𝐵/𝜕𝜎)qR 		,																																																	(1.6)  

 

where μr is the reversible permeability, μ0 is the permeability of free space and 

(𝜕𝐵/𝜕𝜎)qR  is the differential inverse magnetostriction [39, 42, 45]. 

∆`"	varies substantially with the magnetization of the sample with a maximum 

value at some intermediate state of M, and becoming zero for both demagnetized and 

saturation states due to the zero value of  at saturation and in demagnetized condition. 

On the other hand, the ΔE-effect, in terms of Young Modulus is: 

 

V
∆𝐸
𝐸 XLMN

=
𝐸g − 𝐸
𝐸 																																																							 (1.7) 
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A comparison between (1.5) and (1.7) shows that the maximum value of ∆`" is the value 

of the ΔE-effect. The frequency dependence of Macroeddy ΔE-effect is also typical for 

relaxation: 

V
∆𝐸
𝐸 X"

= ∆`"a𝑝] 	
1

1 + V𝑓 𝑓]d X
R 																																														 (1.8)

e

]f<

 

 

Only the first term in the discrete spectra will be taken into account (j=1) to simplify the 

analysis of the results obtained. This implies that: 

 

t
𝑝< = 1

𝑝] = 0,			𝑗 > 1																																																															(1.9) 

 

Consequently, equations (1.3) and (1.8) are reduced to the expressions:  

 

𝛿" = 𝜋∆`"
𝑓/𝑓"

1 + v𝑓 𝑓"w x
R 																																																		(1.10)	 

 

V
∆𝐸
𝐸 X"

= ∆`"
1

1 + v𝑓 𝑓"w x
R 																																															(1.11)	 

 

We exclude the high frequency components of Macroeddy relaxation and damping 

since they do not affect in a major way our present study. Moreover, for our 

experimental procedure, if j=1, the relaxation frequency of the Macroeddy component 

can be estimated from the solution for longitudinal oscillations of a circular rod of 

radius R:  
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𝑓" ≈
𝜌

𝜇=𝜇J𝑅R
																																																														(1.12) 

 

where ρ is the electric resistivity. 

 

 

1.4.2. Microeddy Current Strength and Frequencies 

 

Microeddy current relaxation follows the same Debye law introduced for the 

Macroeddy current damping. Similar to the Macroeddy relaxation, we define the Debye 

equations for Microeddy relaxations as: 

 

𝛿k = 𝜋∆`
k 𝑓/𝑓k

1 + V𝑓 𝑓kd X
R 																																																					(1.13) 

 

V
∆𝐸
𝐸 Xk

= ∆`
k 1

1 + V𝑓 𝑓kd X
R 																																																			(1.14) 

 

However, the relaxation strength caused by Microeddy current relaxation is determined 
by a new set of parameters: 

 

∆`
k= 𝐴

𝜇=𝜇~𝜆H𝐸g
𝐼H

,																																																														(1.15) 

 

where A is a numerical factor, 𝜇~≈𝜇Jrepresents the initial permeability, 𝜆H is the 
saturation magnetostriction, and 𝐼H is the spontaneous magnetization. The field 
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dependence of the relaxation strength of the Microeddy term differs from the 
Macroeddy one. ∆`

k is the highest in the demagnetized state and falls to zero at 
saturation [43, 47]. 

 

 

The frequency of the Microeddy current relaxation can be obtained similar to Eq. (1.12), 
but with the Radius R replaced by the width of the characteristic magnetic domain l [41, 
43, 47]: 

 

  	

𝑓k ≈
𝜌

𝜇=𝜇J𝑙R
																																																																		(1.16) 
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2. Material and experimental technique  

 

2.1. Sample preparation 

 

The Ni2MnGa crystal that we studied was grown at AdaptaMat Ltd., Finland, using 
directional solidification. The crystal was homogenized for 96 h at 1300 K and slowly 
cooled (50 K/h), ensuring Heusler-type atomic ordering and minimizing defect 
formation. The specimen 1 × 1.1 × 7 mm3 was spark cut along the [100] direction, 
ground, and electropolished.  
 
 

The phase transformation temperatures were determined by means of 4 wire 
alternating current (ac) impedance measurements at a frequency of 68.6 Hz. The real R 
and imaginary X parts of the impedance were determined by means of an EG&G 5208 
lock-in amplifier, using the electric current across the sample of 6 mA root mean square  
value.  

The ac impedance Z is given by: 

 

    𝑍 = 𝑅 + 𝑖𝑋																																																																							(2.1)

    

At low enough frequencies, when the skin effect can be neglected (as in case of the 
frequency used of 68.6 Hz), the direct current resistivity of materials is directly 
determined from the R using the law of Ohm. The imaginary part, X, was estimated 
from the solution for a cylindrical sample: 

 

 𝑋 = 	𝜔𝐿 = k�
��
																																																													(2.2) 

where L is the inductance of the sample,  expressed as a function of its permeability and 
length l.  
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Thus, Eq. (2.1) and (2.2) allowed us to derive the resistivity and permeability  of the 
sample material.  

 

𝜌 and 𝜇 of the sample versus temperature are shown in Fig. 2.1. In Fig. 2.1 we can see 
how the phase transformation temperatures are detected in the resistivity and 
magnetic permeability data. The alloy presents the Curie temperature TC ≈ 383 K, 
premartensitic transformation temperature TPM ≈ 261 K, and the start temperatures of 
the direct and reverse martensitic transformations Ms = 201 and As = 206 K, 
respectively. 
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Figure 2.1: Temperature dependence of resistivity (a) and reversible permeability (b) for a sample of [100] oriented 
Ni2MnGa crystal determined from AC impedance measurements at a frequency of 68.6 Hz  
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2.2. Experimental procedure 

 

The temperature dependences of the internal friction (IF) and Young´s modulus (YM) at 
~90 kHz were studied using the Piezoelectric Ultrasonic Composite Oscillator Technique 
(PUCOT), which has been traditionally used for the measurements of elastic and 
anelastic properties at frequencies between 70-140 kHz [42]. A home-made computer-
controlled experimental setup [47] operating under Labview software was used. . 
 
The composite oscillator consisted of the Ni2MnGa sample, cemented to two identical 
18.5o x-cut α-quartz crystals of rectangular cross section, plated with electrodes on two 
sides and supported in their centres (for excitation of the fundamental nodes of 
longitudinal oscillations) [48]. Figure 2.2 shows that the behaviour of the transducer 
with increasing strain amplitude e0 remains essentially linear: the non-linearity does not 
exceed 1% up to the strain amplitudes close to 10-4. The overall damping of the quartz 
also remain low, much lower than the damping measured in a composite oscillator with 
the sample attached. That means that the contribution of the transducer alone to the 
measured damping of the sample and transducer remains low and the precision of the 
determination of the damping of the sample is high. 
 

 
Figure 2.2: Total decrement (δ) of the α-quartz crystal versus strain amplitude (ε0) at room temperature. 
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The mechanical oscillations of frequency “f “ can be used to obtain information about 
the microstructure of the material without causing any damage, interacting with the 
solid to obtain the mechanical energy absorbed [40]. The measurements of internal 
friction allow us to obtain mechanical loss spectra in function of temperature, or in 
function of the oscillatory strain amplitude at a constant temperature. 
 
The expressions of damping δ and strain amplitude of the composite oscillator in terms 
of ac voltages across drive and gauge crystals, Ud and Ug, respectively, were obtained 
by Robinson and Edgar [48]:  
 

,	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.3)	

,	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.4)	

 
where Kδ and Kε are coefficients. 
  
The damping 𝛿	and the resonant frequency f of the specimen are usually obtained from 
the damping and resonant frequency of the entire composite oscillator dc and fc, and 
the damping dq and frequency fq of the quartz transducer alone from the equations 
similar to the rule of mixture:  
 
 

𝑚�𝛿� = 𝑚�𝛿� +𝑚H𝛿,																																																								(2.5) 
     

	 ,	 							 	 	 (2.6)	

 
where mc , mq and ms are the total mass of the composite oscillator, the mass of the 
quartz transducer alone and of the sample, respectively.  
Solving Eq. (2.5), one obtains the damping of the sample as: 
 

    .	 	 	 	 	 (2.7)	

	
Equation (2.7) shows that if the damping of the quartz transducer is much lower than 
that of the sample, the damping of the sample is determined with high precision [48]. 
 
In the present work very strong variations of the Young´s modulus and resonant 
frequency of the sample were found close to the TPM temperature. Therefore, instead 

g

d

U
U

Kdd =

gUK ee =0

fmfmfm sqqcc +=

s

qqcc

m
mm dd

d
-

=
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of using approximate simplified solution (2.6) for the resonant frequency of the sample 
f, more precise solution [50, 51] was used, which requires solution of a transcendental 
equation: 
 
 

𝑚�𝑓� tan
𝜋𝑓�
𝑓�

+ 𝑚H𝑓 tan
𝜋𝑓�
𝑓 = 0																																											 (2.8) 

 
Using the numerical values of the resonant frequency of longitudinal oscillations of the 
rod-shaped sample from the solution of Eq. (2.8), the Young´s modulus was derived as: 
 
 

𝐸 = 4𝜌𝑓R𝑙<R																																																															(2.9) 
 
 
The control software was based on LabView package. During the measurements of the 
strain amplitude dependences, the IF, resonant frequency and strain amplitude were 
measured simultaneously as a function of time. During registration of the temperature 
dependences, first, the strain amplitude of oscillations was stabilized at a pre-selected 
value in each temperature point. After stabilization, the IF and resonant frequency of 
the oscillator was measured. Moreover, the control software allowed us to measure the 
strain amplitude dependence of the decrement and resonant frequency at any point of 
the temperature spectra, using interruptions of the temperature spectra measurement. 
After measurements, the system re-engaged the registration of the temperature 
spectra [48]. 
 
The advantages of the system regarding other piezoelectric techniques used in previous 
experiments (see [50, 53, 54]) are as follows [48]: 
 

1.  Adaptive measurement procedure, when the time–resolution depends upon 
current values of registered absorption of ultrasound. 

 
2. Automatic selection of an appropriate measurement range. 

 
3. Combined analog-digital control of drive-voltage (strain amplitude) which 

substantially simplifies the electronics design 
 

4.  Resonant conditions for oscillations, checked and maintained at each 
measuring point quite rapidly owing to a procedure of polynomial fitting of 
the resonant curve. 
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5. Wide application of highly integrated high-precision analog circuits instead of 

digital ones, resulting in simple and compact design.  
 
Regarding the study in case, the procedure owns a variety of advantages, inherent in 
this acoustic method [48]: 
 

1. Measurements cover a wide range of damping and strain amplitude: no 
mechanical parts are involved, resulting in a low level of background 
damping. 

 
2. Fast measurements: important for studying the transient phenomena.  
 
3. Simple and accurate: in practice, only two voltages across transducers need 

to be measured. 
 
4. Detailed: Practically continuous curves of damping or modulus versus strain 

amplitude can be registered. 
 
5. Resonant conditions can be easily maintained: positive feedback in closed-

loop configuration holds the oscillator at resonance. 
 
 
The temperature range studied was between 245 and 300 K, covering the range of the 
PMT. To demagnetize the sample, it was heated above the Curie temperature, up to 
393 K. The polarizing magnetic field H had uniformity better than 0.5% in the working 
space containing the sample. The magnetic field was created by means of a 400mm-
long, 60mm-diameter solenoid placed around the cryostat. Figure 2.3. shows the photo 
of the cryostat with the solenoid.  
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The homogeneity of the true magnetic 
field inside the Ni2MnGa sample was 
deteriorated by demagnetizing effects, and 
the values of true field are difficult to 
compute. However, the sample was rather 
long in the direction of applied field 
compared to its transverse dimensions. 
This allowed us to consider demagnetizing 
factor small enough.  
 
To estimate the demagnetizing factor, the 
sample was considered as an ellipsoid with 
axial ratios of 7: 1.1: 1.0. Then, for the field 
applied along the rectangular bar-shaped 
sample, the demagnetizing factor is 
around 0.04 [55].  
 

 

  

Figure 2.3. The photo showing the cryostat with 
mounted solenoid and the interior of the cryostat 
consisting of the supporting rod and copper 
furnace with the oscillator inside.  
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3. Results: Analysis 

 

 

3.1. Temperature dependence of the internal friction and Young´s 
modulus 

 

Figure 3.1 shows temperature dependence of the internal friction and Young´s modulus 
for demagnetized state of the sample and under applied field H=9 kA/m and 18 kA/m. 
Measurements were taken during cooling and consequent heating of the sample down 
to 245 K, well below the temperature of premartensitic transformation, TPM ≈ 260 K, 
but well above the temperature of the martensitic transformation, Ms=201 K.  

 

 

3.1.1. Demagnetized State 

 

Data in Fig. 3.1(a) indicate the existence of the IF peak during premartensitic 
transformation.  The IF shows the temperature hysteresis of the PMT peaks of 0.5-1.0 K, 
which is in agreement with the permeability data, shown in Fig 2.1. This IF hysteretic 
behaviour is observed even after several thermal cycles, and, therefore, is not related to 
potential gradual structural modifications of the material during thermal cycling. Thus, 
the small hysteresis confirms weak first order nature of the PMT.  

Another characteristic feature of the PMT is a double IF peak and YM minimum, most 
clearly seen in the demagnetized state. Still, the high-temperature component of the 
double IF peak and YM minimum is seen as a shoulder under polarizing fields of 9 and 
18 kA/m. Similar splitting of the IF peak during PMT was observed by Seiner et al. [14]. 

The third peculiarity is notably higher IF level in the cubic phase during heating from 
below PMT than in the demagnetized state (during cooling from above Tc). A 
comparison of Fig. 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) shows that this hysteresis of the IF is not 
accompanied by a detectable YM variation, however. The demagnetized low IF level is 
recovered after heating the sample above Tc.  
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The reason for the higher values of the IF in the cubic phase during heating from below 
the PMT temperature than in the demagnetized state is the increase of the Microeddy 
current damping due to the modification of the magnetic domain structure during the 
PMT, more specifically, the increase of the average domain size and decrease of the 
Microeddy relaxation frequency [37]. 

Since the microeddy current relaxation process is relaxed (f0<<fµ), the detectable 
variation of the IF is accompanied by very small, undetectable variation of modulus 
defect. Therefore, the modulus is much less sensitive to the variation of relaxation 
frequency than the IF and the modulus curve does not show hysteresis.  

YM values depicted in Fig. 3.1(b) are in good agreement with previous data on C’, 
obtained by RUS at the same temperature and frequency ranges [9, 24, 55].  
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Figure 3.1: Internal friction (a) and Young´s modulus (b) temperature spectra under cooling and heating for the 
demagnetized sample and under magnetic fields of 9kA/m and 18kA/m for a cooling-heating rate of 0.5oK/min and 
an oscillatory strain amplitude of 2x10-7. The effect of removal of the applied field of 18kA/m on the Young´s 
modulus value in the cubic phase during heating is marked as H OFF.  
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3.1.2. Moderate Fields 

 

Measurements under 9 kA/m and 18 kA/m show a substantial increase of damping both 
outside the PMT range and during the transformation, Fig. 3.1(a). The IF during the  
PMT reaches a value 15 times higher than in the demagnetized state. Moreover, the IF 
constantly escalates with H in the premartensitic phase (at T<TPM), which is similar to 
the effect observed in [38]. 

The effect of magnetic field on the YM, Fig. 3.1(b), is quite different and more 
complicated, however. The YM increases under field outside the PMT range (whereas 
the IF also increases), but softens during the PMT. Thus, the effect of moderate applied 
field on the YM is opposite in the cubic and premartensitic phases and during the PMT.  

Second, we notice that the IF hysteresis in the cubic phase between cooling and heating 
decreases at 9 kA/m and totally disappears at 18 kA/m. This observation is in line with 
the suggested interpretation of this hysteresis as due to variation of the magnetic 
domain size during PMT: sufficiently high applied field makes the effect of PMT on the 
variation of the domain size negligible.  

The effect of H=18 kA/m field removal on the YM in the cubic phase is shown in Fig. 
3.1(b). This experiment shows that the YM immediately recovers the values practically 
coincident with those for the demagnetized state.   

 

 

3.2. Strain amplitude dependence of the internal friction and resonant 
frequency.  

 

The reason for studying strain amplitude dependence of the IF and YM is a possibility to 
observe and study separately the linear and non-linear anelastic effects, normally 
having different microscopic origins. In the case of magnetomechanical damping the 
linear components are micro- and macroeddy current relaxations, the non-linear term is 
the hysteretic magnetomechanical damping.  
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Figure 3.2. Schematic representation of the strain amplitude dependence of the total internal friction F and its 
separation into the linear low-amplitude background F1 and non-linear high-amplitude term F2 [41].  

 

Figure 3.2 [41] shows schematically a typical strain amplitude dependence of damping 
F. The linear (independent on strain amplitude e0) IF background is usually observed at 
low oscillatory strain amplitudes. At higher strain amplitudes the IF becomes dependent 
on strain amplitude. A classic approach is to consider the linear and non-linear IF 
components as additive (independent). Then, following classical textbook by Nowick 
and Berry [39], the total damping is written as a sum of linear and non-linear terms: 

    	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (3.1)	

Expressing the IF in terms of the logarithmic decrement, accepted in the present work, 
we define the total IF δtot(ε0) as a sum of linear, strain amplitude independent, δi and 
strain-amplitude dependent non-linear δh(ε0) terms:  

 

    	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (3.2)	

 

In the present results the non-linear IF term was determined using Eq. (3.2) as:  

            

(3.3)	

	

Thus, the linear IF term is directly measured experimentally as a low-amplitude 
background, whereas the non-linear IF term is determined for each strain amplitude 
dependence as a difference between the total damping and low-amplitude background.   

In order to obtain more information about the complex IF and YM patterns close to 
PMT, we have studied the dependences of the sample frequency 𝑓 and of the total 

I IIF =F +F

0 0( ) ( )tot i hd e d d e= +

0 0( ) ( )h tot id e d e d= -
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damping 𝛿I�I	versus strain amplitude 𝜀= at several key temperatures before (289.7 K), 
after (249.8 K) and during  the premartensitic transition (259.9/262.9 K). 

To this end, the temperature dependence measurements were interrupted during the 
cooling/heating cycles, and several strain amplitude dependences of the IF and of 
resonant frequency at constant temperatures but under different polarizing fields were 
carried on. In other words, the effect of applied field on the strain amplitude 
dependence of the IF and resonant frequency was studied in three temperature 
domains: in the cubic and premartensitic phases and over the PMT temperature range.  

Four measurements were taken for each temperature at each value of the magnetic 
field. We performed measurements of the strain amplitude dependences for 15 values 
of increasing and 15 values of decreasing field between 0 and 18kA/m. Of the total of 4 
measurements for each filed, the first two measurements were performed when 
increasing the magnetic field, whereas the other two measurements were on the 
decrease of the field. The first measurements under both increasing and decreasing 
fields always showed irreversibility between increasing and decreasing strain 
amplitudes (or so-called strain amplitude hysteresis). The second consecutive 
measurement yielded perfectly reproducible strain amplitude dependences. The 
existence of the hysteresis in the first measurement is a very interesting phenomenon, 
which we attribute to the metastable configurations of the domain walls after 
increasing/decreasing H. An additional excitation of the domain walls by periodic 
oscillatory stress during the first measurement triggers the domain wall motion towards 
deeper energy minima. These positions remain the same in the second measurement of 
the strain amplitude dependence. Here we present the results of the second 
measurements (taken on the second time for rising the magnetic field).  

In the cubic phase, at 289.7 K, the results obtained show a monotonous increase of the 
frequency, Fig. 3.3(a), and IF Fig. 3.3(b) versus magnetic field. The values of internal 
friction reach a maximum of d=0.08 when H=18kA/m, which are in agreement with the 
ones obtained in the temperature dependence experiments. The values of frequency 
are between 100-110 kHz, close to the frequency range of macroeddy current 
relaxation, Chapter 2. We were not able to reach the saturating magnetic field. 
However, we can observe a decrease of the strain amplitude-dependent decrement (for 
example, for the strain amplitude above ε0=10-5). Panel (c) depicts the non-linear 
component δh. 
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Figure 3.3: Sample frequency (a) and total decrement δtot (b) and non-linear decrement δh (c) versus strain amplitude 
at 289.7K in the demagnetized state (H=0) and under different magnetic fields H, indicated by numbers (in kA/m) 
close to each curve. Experimental points correspond to increasing strain amplitude scans.  
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The data obtained at 249,8 K (Fig. 3.4) are qualitatively similar to the ones registered at 
289.7 K. Nevertheless, a somewhat lower non-linear IF term is found in the 
premartensitic phase, below the TPM.  The suppression of the non-linear component of 
the IF by applied field is also observed in the premartensitic phase.   
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Figure 3.4: Sample frequency (a), total decrement δtot (b) and non-linear decrement δh (c) versus strain amplitude at 
249.8K in the demagnetized state (H=0) and under different magnetic fields H, indicated by numbers (in kA/m) close 
to each curve. Experimental points correspond to increasing strain amplitude scans.  
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Measurements at 259.9 K, Fig. 3.5, are close to the second IF peak of the demagnetized 
state during cooling the sample. The IF values were too high at this temperature to scan 
the same range of the strain amplitudes as in the cubic and premartensitic phases.  In 
addition, we could not rise the magnetic field up to 18 kA/m, instead of that we could 
reach only 12kA/m. However, we can clearly observe the behaviour of the linear and 
non-linear IF components. Figure 3.5(b) shows a strong increase of both linear and non-
linear IF terms. However, the most remarkable is a qualitatively different effect of 
applied field on the resonant frequency of the sample (Young´s modulus). We note that 
whereas the application of field resulted in the modulus increase in the cubic and 
premartensitic phases (Figs. 3.3(a), 3.4(a)), the resonance frequency decreases 
(modulus softens) under field in the temperature range of the PMT, Fig. 3.5(a).  The 
decrease of the frequency during PMT is consistent with the behaviour of the 
temperature spectra shown in Fig. 3.1(b).  

Another important effect in the data of Fig. 3.5(c) is a much stronger suppression of the 
non-linear damping at 12 kA/m than in the cubic and premartensitic phases and slowing 
down of the δi increase under 12 kA/m.  

 

The temperature T=262.9 K corresponds to the high-temperature side of the high-
temperature component of the double IF peak in the demagnetized state. According to 
Fig. 3.6, the effect of applied field on resonance frequency recovers the trend typical for 
the cubic and premartensitic phases, i.e., the frequency increases under field, Fig. 3.6a. 
At the same time, the IF vs strain amplitude curves show different trend compared to 
other temperature points studied, Fig. 3.5b. As in figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, at low 
amplitude 𝜀==5x10-7, the IF increases monotonously when intensifying magnetic field.  
However, the decrease of the non-linear component of damping is much more intense 
starting from the smallest values of applied field. As a consequence, the total damping 
at high strain amplitudes shows a maximum (whose position against field depends on 
the strain amplitude) and then drops rapidly. The intense decline of the non-linear 
damping by field is concomitant with a suppression of the strain amplitude dependence 
of the resonant frequency. The strong suppression of the non-linear effects and 
saturation of the low-amplitude background increase under field indicate that at 
T=262.9 K we are getting closer to the saturating field than in the premartensitic and 
cubic phases and during the PMT at T= 259.9 K.  
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Figure 3.5: Sample frequency (a), total decrement δtot (b) and non-linear decrement δh (c) versus strain amplitude at 
259.5K in the demagnetized state (H=0) and under different magnetic fields H, indicated by numbers (in kA/m) close 
to each curve. 
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Figure 3.6: Sample frequency (a), total decrement δtot (b) and non-linear decrement δh (c) versus strain amplitude at 
262.85K in the demagnetized state (H=0) and under different magnetic fields H, indicated by numbers (in kA/m) 
close to each curve. 
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3.3. Applied field dependences of the internal friction and Young´s 
modulus  
 
 

Field dependences at different fixed temperatures of the linear and non-linear 
components of the IF and of the YM (recalculated from the resonance frequency) are 
shown in Fig. 3.7. These plots are derived from the strain amplitude dependences 
shown in Figs. 3.3-3.6. The values of the non-linear damping correspond to the strain 
amplitude 𝜀= = 5𝑥10�� for temperatures 289.7, 249.8 and 262.9 K and to 𝜀= = 5x10�� 
for T=259.9 K.  

Results obtained for 289.7 K and 249.8 K (in the cubic and premartensitic phases, 
respectively) represent opposite tendencies in the linear damping and Young modulus: 
the IF increases continuously with field, whereas the YM hardens. δh is continuously 
supressed by H, reaching values close to zero, indicating approaching to the saturating 
field. We can observe a similar behaviour of δi and YM for the PMT range 262.9 K, with 
a more intense suppression of DW-related δh. This anomalous behaviour of the linear 
components of the modulus defect and internal friction has been analysed for the cubic 
phase in Ref. [38].  In principle, the opposite effect of applied field on the IF and YM can 
be explained by an extremely intense shift of the microeddy relaxation peak to lower 
frequencies under field. However, quantitative estimations made in [38] suggest 
another scenario, involving both micro- and macroeddy current relaxations. More 
specifically, the IF measured at f ~105 Hz increases in a conventional way under the non-
saturating field due to the net magnetization of the sample, producing a macroeddy 
current IF. At the same time, the YM is hardened because of the suppression of the 
microeddy current ΔE-effect, which is predominant as compared to macroeddy DE-
effect in the cubic phase at the measuring frequency, which is much lower than the 
frequency of microeddy current relaxation in the cubic phase (close to 5-10 MHz) [37].  

However, this pattern changes in the data at 262.9 K where the increase of damping is 
accompanied by a decrease of the modulus. Thus, the unusual behaviour of the IF and 
YM explained by the simultaneous involvement of both micro- and macroeddy current 
relaxations, changes to the one, typical for conventional macroeddy relaxation. Thus, 
one has to explain this change of the IF and YM pattern by variations of the micro- and 
macroeddy relaxation parameters during the PMT.  
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In summary, the experimental observations that need to be explained are as follows: 

- The internal friction peak versus temperature during the PMT; 
- Splitting of this peak into two components, which is concomitant with the 

double minimum of the Young´s modulus; 
- Switching between the unusual opposite tendencies in the field dependences of 

the internal friction and Young´s modulus, observed in the cubic and 
premartensitic phases, to the tendency typical for a conventional relaxation over 
the narrow temperature range close to the PMT.      
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Figure 3.7: Linear (a) and non-linear (b) components of decrement, δi	and δh,	respectively, an Young Modulus (c) 
versus field H at 289.7 K, 249.5 K, 262.15 K and 259.7 K. Values of δi corresponds to a low-strain amplitude of 
ε0=5x10-7 for all temperatures, whereas the values of δh are related with values of ε0=5x10-5for 289.7 K, 249.5 K, 
262.15 K and ε0=5x10-6 for 259.7 K.	

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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4. Interpretation of results 

 

 

4.1. Frequency and field dependence of micro- and macroeddy internal 
friction and modulus defect 

 

Micro- and macroeddy current relaxation are strongly frequency and applied field 
dependent. Therefore, first, it is necessary to locate the present results on an 
appropriate position in the frequency domain. Figure 4.1 shows schematically frequency 
spectra of macroeddy and microeddy components of the internal friction (a) and ΔE-
effect (b). For simplicity, these relaxations are represented by single Debye relaxations, 
Eqs. 1.10, 1.11 , 1.13 and 1.14. According to the estimations realized in Ref. [38], the 
frequency of microeddy relaxation, fµ, is close to (5-10) MHz, whereas the macroeddy 
current relaxation frequency can be estimated as close to 10 kHz. Therefore, the 
frequency used in the present experiments f0 ≈100 kHz is much lower than the 
microeddy relaxation frequency and is higher than the macroeddy one: 

 

.	 	 	 	 	 (4.1)	

 

According to Fig. 4.1, for 𝑓 = 𝑓= the maximum values (with respect to their field 
dependence) of the two relevant parameters: 

 

			 ,	 	 	 	 	 (4.2)	

 

,	 	 	 	 (4.3)	

 

since the macroeddy relaxation is unrelaxed at f0 and has high IF and low modulus 
defect, while the microeddy current process is relaxed and is characterized by high 
modulus defect and low IF. We mention also that the maximum values of the 
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macroeddy relaxation parameters correspond to certain magnetization of the sample 
(applied field H=Hm), whereas the maximum of the microeddy parameters is reached in 
the demagnetized state and decline rapidly with the applied field.  

Figure 4.2 shows the effect of applied field H on the micro- and macroeddy components 
of the internal friction and modulus defect for a frequency close to f0, that is, taking into 
account the relationships of equations 4.2 and 4.3. It explains the unusual for a single 
relaxation simultaneous increase of the total linear internal friction (the sum of micro- 
and macroeddy current components) and decrease of the total modulus defect by the 
field applied in the cubic and premartensitic phases of material: the internal friction is 
controlled by the increase of macroeddy current damping component while the 
modulus defect - by the suppression of the microeddy current modulus defect.  

 

Figure 4.1: Effect of frequency (schematically, note the logarithmic scale) on microeddy δμ and macroeddy δM  
damping components (a) and on the microeddy and macroeddy ΔE-Effect, (ΔE/E)μ  and (ΔE/E)M, respectively. 
Macroeddy effects are shown for a magnetic field H=Hm, corresponding to the maximum relaxation strength, 
whereas the microeddy effect is shown for the demagnetized state H=0 and under field H=Hm, when the macroeddy 
term is more intense. Dotted lines show the frequencies of the microeddy (fμ) and macroeddy relaxations (fM). f0 
marks the experimental frequency [38].  
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This preliminary analysis allows us to explain the three unusual features of the anelastic 
effects during PMT, listed in Section 3.3. To find the interpretation one needs to analyse 
the parameters which control the frequency and strength of both micro- and 
macroeddy current relaxations and to check how these parameters change during the 
PMT.  

 

 
Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of the influence of applied magnetic field H on the micro- and macroeddy current 
components of damping (a) and modulus defect (b) [38]. a) the microeddy dm and macroeddy dM linear components 
of the internal friction are shown together with the total internal friction dt, their sum;b) the microeddy (DE/E)µ and 
macroeddy (DE/E)M linear components of the modulus defect are shown together with the overall behaviour of the 
resulting total modulus defect (DE/E)t.[37] 
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4.2. Parameters affecting Microeddy and Macroeddy current relaxations 
during premartensitic transformation in Ni2MnGa. 

 

Equations 1.6, 1.15, 1.12 and 1.16 from Section 1 yield the relaxation strengths , and 
frequencies fM, fµ of macro- and microeddy current relaxations, respectively. They are 
reproduced below as Eqs. 4.4-4.7, keeping the original notations of Eqs. 1.6, 1.15, 1.12 
and 1.16 Unfortunately, the numerical values of certain parameters in Eqs. 4.4-4.7 
remain unknown, making impossible calculations of the absolute values of internal 
friction and ΔE-effect temperature spectra for both Microeddy and Macroeddy 
contributions. More specifically, the lack of knowledge of the effects of temperature 
and magnetic field on differential inverse magnetostriction	(𝜕𝐵/𝜕𝜎)q for the 

Macroeddy current relaxation strength , which impedes the calculation of the 

(ΔE/E)M and the damping δM (Eqs. 1.10 and 1.11 of Section 1, respectively). The 
unknown is the effect of temperature and magnetic field on the magnetic domain 
structure. Therefore, remains unknown the domain size 𝑙, which controls the Microeddy 
relaxation effects through the relaxation frequency, as is indicated in Eq. 4.6.  

Equations 4.4-4.7 show that the main parameters controlling the micro- and macroeddy 
relaxations, apart from (𝜕𝐵/𝜕𝜎)q and l, are: the reversible (or initial) permeability μr, 
the saturation magnetostriction λs and the Young´s modulus in the unrelaxed state EU. 
Despite the lack of knowledge of (𝜕𝐵/𝜕𝜎)q and l, we can analyse qualitatively, and if 
possible, quantitatively, the influence of μr, λs and EU on the frequencies and strengths 
of eddy current relaxations during the PMT in order to interpret the IF and YM 
behaviour over this temperature range.  
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				 	 	 	 	 (4.7)	

 

We will now analyse the variation of the parameters defined by Eqs. 4.4-4.7 during the 
PMT and, hence, their effects on the micro- and macroeddy relaxations.  

M
ED
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4.2.1. Eddy current relaxation frequencies during PMT, Eqs. 4.6 and 4.7.  

 

Figure 2.1(a) indicates that the resistivity r remains essentially constant during the PMT, 
whereas μr, Fig. 2.1(b) shows a sharp drop around 50%. Therefore, according to Eqs. 4.6 
and 4.7, the frequencies of both Microeddy and Macroeddy relaxations increase sharply 
during the PMT. However, we mentioned in Section 1.4.2. that after cooling down 
below PMT the Microeddy relaxation frequency actually decreases, which is due to the 
variation of the domain size. The latter effect overcompensates the decline of μr in 𝑓k . 
Therefore, eventually, 𝑓"  increases sharply around 𝑇£:" but 𝑓k  slightly decreases. 
Since: 

 

	,																																																			 (4.8)	

 

both shifts of the relaxation frequencies make them closer to the f0 frequency. 
Therefore, according to Fig. 4.1 and Eq. 1.10 and 1.13, the shift of the relaxation 
frequencies promotes both micro- and macroeddy current damping components during 
the PMT, but more notably δM. This fact is one of the reasons for the formation of the IF 
peak during the PMT.  

 

 

4.2.2. Eddy current relaxation strengths during PMT 

 

The relaxation strengths are defined by Eqs. 4.4 and 4.5 for macro- and microeddy 
current mechanisms. As mentioned previously, the reversible/initial permeability shows 
a sharp decline during PMT by approximately one half of its value. We could not 
determine EU directly, since the maximum applied field of 18 kA/m in our experiments 
was below the saturating field. Still, the behaviour of the EU can be estimated from the 
C´ elastic constant data (EU≈3C´ for cubic Ni-Mn-Ga) reported in Ref. [55]. The C´ under 
saturating field (and hence the EU) decreases around 40% during PMT. According to 
Refs. [23, 57] magnetostriction shows an increase exceeding 2 times, also rather sharp, 
during PMT.   
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∆𝝁=
𝝁𝟎𝝁𝒓𝝀𝒔𝑬𝒖

𝑰𝑺
 ∆𝑴=

𝑬𝑼
𝝁𝟎𝝁𝒓

V
𝝏𝑩
𝝏𝝈X𝑯

𝟐

 

- SUPRESSED BY 𝑬𝑼 - SUPRESSED by 𝐸g  
- SUPRESSED BY 𝝁𝒓 - PROMOTED BY 𝝁𝒓 
- PROMOTED BY 𝝀𝒔 - PROMOTED BY 𝜆𝒔 

Table 1: Effect of the main parameters on the microeddy and the macroeddy relaxation strengths,  Δμ,and  ΔM 
respectively.  

 

Table 1 represents qualitative analysis of the effect of the three crucial parameters, μr, 
λs and EU on the relaxation strengths of micro- and macroeddy relaxations.  

 

We note first that the variation of the Eu reduces the Microeddy and Macroeddy current 
relaxation strengths around 40% during PMT.The Microeddy relaxation strength, ∆k, is 
proportional to the initial permeability (𝜇~ ≈ 𝜇J), saturation magnetostriction(𝜆H), and 
unrelaxed modulus EU. Therefore, it is suppressed both by EU (by approximately 40%) 
and μr (by roughly 50%) during PMT, but is promoted more than 2 times by ls.  
Temperature dependences of μr (our data from Fig. 2.1b) and ls [23, 57] over the PMT 
range are shown in Fig. 4.3. Figure 4.3 shows also their product, which controls the 
microeddy current relaxation strength. Due to the the opposite behaviour of these 
parameters during PMT, the product between 𝜇J  and 𝜆H shows a double maximum 
versus temperature, with a sharp decline, provoked by the drop in permeability. This is 
precisely the experimental behaviour of the damping during the PMT, which shows a 
double peak. As we discussed before, despite the lack of knowledge of EU, we know that 
at this temperature EU drops by around 40%. Therefore, the final value of the 
Microeddy current relaxation strength could be even lower than in the cubic phase.  
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Figure 4.3: Temperature spectra of reversible permeability, μr, saturation magnetostriction, λ100  (values of taken 
from 1b of Ref [6]) and of their product λ100xμr which is proportional to the microeddy relaxation strength, Δμ. 

 

On the other hand, the Macroeddy current relaxation strength is controlled by 𝜆𝒔 
(through (𝜕𝐵/𝜕𝜎)q) and	𝜇J, as shown in eq. 4.4. In contrast to	∆k, the drop of the 
permeability promotes Macroeddy relaxation. However, the behaviour of (𝜕𝐵/𝜕𝜎)q 
has not been studied in the present work, but it is expected to increase in the same way 
as saturation magnetostriction, if the possible increase of the saturating field at TPM is 
less than that of 𝜆H, which is very likely, since 𝜆H increases strongly (more than 3 times). 
Therefore, in contrast to	∆k, ∆" increases notably during the PMT.  
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4.3. Interpretation of the anelastic and “elastic” phenomena during PMT 
as due to the eddy current relaxations 

 

Thus, the behaviour during PMT of the two eddy current relaxation frequencies and of 
the macroeddy relaxation strength accounts for an intense IF peak during PMT. The 
increase of the macroeddy current relaxation strength makes this peak especially 
sensitive to applied field, in full agreement with experimental data, Fig. 3.1(a).  

The double internal friction peak during PMT is explained by opposite effects of 
reversible permeability and magnetostriction variations on the microeddy current 
relaxation strength.  

The last point pending interpretation from the list of effects in Section 3.3 is switching 
between the unusual opposite tendencies in the field dependences of the internal 
friction and Young´s modulus, observed in the cubic and premartensitic phases, to the 
tendency typical for a conventional relaxation over the narrow temperature range close 
to the PMT.     

In the cubic and premartensitic phase the field dependence of the total damping and 
modulus defect follow the pattern shown in Fig. 4.2, when the increase of damping with 
applied field is concomitant with the increase of the apparent modulus. The analysis 
performed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 indicates that the macroeddy current relaxation is 
strongly promoted during the PMT both due to the strong increase of the macroeddy 
relaxation strength and the increase of the macroeddy relaxation frequency. This 
promotion of the macroeddy current relaxation during the PMT explains the inversion 
of the effect of the applied field on YM during the PMT (Fig. 3.7(b)) and a strong rise of 
IF under applied field than that in the cubic phase. Outside the PMT range the 
Microeddy component of ΔE-effect, which is suppressed by the external magnetic field 
is predominant over the Macroeddy one at	𝑓 ≈ 10�	𝐻𝑧, hiding the characteristic YM 
decrease due to Macroeddy current relaxation. This competition of Eddy current ΔE-
effects results in “anomalous” increase of IF and YM before and after PMT. The higher 
Macroeddy relaxation strength around PMT promotes the Macroeddy ΔE-effect and 
thus the normal Macroeddy relaxation behaviour emerges: a YM decrease versus field 
(for values not reaching the saturating field) is accompanied with an IF increase.  
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We mention that macroeddy current related effects (both IF and DE-effect) require 
maximum versus applied field, Fig. 4.2. These YM and IF maxima are observed at 
applied fields close to saturating ones [39, 56] which could not be reached in the 
present study. The traces of the characteristic for macroeddy current relaxation YM 
minimum versus field can be seen at higher applied field in the data by Planes et al. [5], 
see Fig. 1.5.  
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5. Conclusions: 

 

A new interpretation of a number of elastic and anelastic phenomena during 
premartensitic transition in Ni2MnGa is proposed based on the concepts of Microeddy 
and Macroeddy current relaxations, which are associated with respectively with the 
short-range oscillatory motion of ferromagnetic domain walls and stress-induced 
variations of the macroscopic magnetization of the sample. The suggested 
interpretation also explains the contradictory experimental data in previous articles, 
where the results were obtained by different experimental techniques operating at 
different frequency ranges. 
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